
Please bear in mind that if you are using GPS to reach the hotel, you might have to introduce the hotel’s old 
address: C/ Carrera del Genil 48.

To reach the hotel you have to get on the city’s ring road (A-44) and then take exit 129 (C/ Recogidas-Cen-
tro). Once you have come off the ring road, follow the GPS instructions. If you are not using the GPS, after 
coming off the ring road, continue along the road right to the end. Turn right at the traffic lights (by NH 
Victoria). Continue along the road for about 200 metres and turn left at the third set of traffic lights (the first 
traffic lights that let you turn left) and this is our street.

Please bear in mind that half way along Calle Recogidas there is a restricted access except for access to 
hotels sign. You are allowed to use the street.

Can we remind you again not to pay attention to the GPS and use the instructions that we have provided 
here.

How to reach the hotel 

From MÁLAGA / SEVILLA (A 92)

1. Take exit 230 towards Santa Fe/Granada (A92G)
2. Take A44 towards Motril-Sierra Nevada
3. Take exit 129 towards Recogidas/Centro
4. Continue along C/ Neptuno until you reach C/ Recogidas
5. Although you will see a restricted access sign, hotel guests can use Calle Recogidas. Don’t forget to 
inform reception of your vehicle’s  number plate when you arrive at the hotel.
6. Continue until you reach the end of C/ Recogidas and at the traffic lights next to Hotel Victoria, turn right 
into Calle Acera del Darro.
7. Continue for 200 metres and then turn left at the third set of traffic lights (the first traffic lights that let you 
turn left).
8. Go down Calle Carrera de la Virgen and at the end, after going past El Corte Inglés, is the Hotel Vincci 
Albayzín.

From JAEN / MADRID / ALMERÍA (A92 N)

1. Take exit 230 towards Santa Fe/Granada (A92G)
2. Take the A44 towards Motril-Sierra Nevada
3. Take exit 129 towards Recogidas/Centro
4. Continue along C/ Neptuno until you reach C/ Recogidas
5. Although you will see a restricted access sign, hotel guests can use Calle Recogidas. Don’t forget to 
inform reception of your vehicle’s  number plate when you arrive at the hotel.
6. Continue until you reach the end of C/ Recogidas and at the traffic lights next to Hotel Victoria, turn right 
into Calle Acera del Darro.
7. Continue for 200 metres and then turn left at the third set of traffic lights (the first traffic lights that let you 
turn left).
8. Go down Calle Carrera de la Virgen and at the end, after going past El Corte Inglés, is the Hotel Vincci 
Albayzín.

Map directions to the hotel
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